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this solution is part of red hats fast-track publication
program, providing a huge library of solutions that
red hat engineers have created while supporting our
customers. to give you the knowledge you need the
instant it becomes available, these articles may be
presented in a raw and unedited form. risk is. the
only data at risk during the conversion to 3.9 is the
way that insurance plans are attached as primary
and secondary coverage and the percentage
overrides for individual patients. the insurance plans
themselves are not at risk of being altered. neither
are the insurance plan percentages. also, some
reports might not work in this earliest beta. out-of-
the-box reporting on healthcare is never easy. but
when the data is in a format that can be quickly
mashed up and combined with other data sets, it
becomes a lot easier to make complex reports. (and
for those who remember the 90s, you know that
making complex reports is part of the business of
healthcare). this is one of my gripes about
embarcadero, new releases never seem to come
with getit up-to-date (this happened with 10.4.3
most recently). but i note also that the fastinrush
download pages haven't been updated since early
august (early july for fastcube), so perhaps i
shouldn't blame embarcadero this time fast report is
a reporting tool for windows that allows developers
to create powerful reports from a database in
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minutes. fast report is the most powerful and
easiest-to-use reporting tool available. it is fast,
easy to learn, and inexpensive to use.
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before showing you an example, let's start by
adding a sql database to a form in the report

designer. the following screenshot shows a form
with a table in the design area. however, the table is

not visible because the table is being read from a
sql server database. user-configurable experience:
the user experience on the solstice display can be

fully customized by users. they can control text size
and color, create a unique background image, and
select a solstice logo. fully integrated into mcafee
esm: users can easily integrate solstice with esm

business and operational functions, including search
and security center, antivirus, email security, threat

management, and engagement and report
manager. one year full subscription without licence
key for new customers. i don't know how many you
install and who you install them for, but it's a small
price to pay to avoid dealing with licences at all. the

default project should be created with the
framework, in "release" mode. if you set the project

to development and save it, it will be recompiled
with debug or validation switches enabled. any

references to "index" in the code are to the index
files in the zip archive that can be used to create a
"fast report" report package. the report class is the
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class responsible for creating the final report. for a
"fast report", see the "creating your fast report"
section of the "how to make a fast report" page.
reportingonplans.com primarily distributes the

various versions of fast report through a website.
there are links on the download page for all of our

"free" or "economy" plan license keys. so any
contributions to improvements in fast report are

welcome. just send your patches to
code@reportingonplans.com. please give us credit!
:) we'd love to see your name on our source code
page!please note that reportingonplans.com only

distributes the version of fast report for the mac os
x (a.k.a. os x) operating system. 5ec8ef588b
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